AGENDA

"ECONOMIC BOARD OF THE SUGAR MARKET OBSERVATORY"

Brussels, rue de la Loi 130
Meeting room: 11/A
on Thursday 12 April 2018, from 09:30 to 13:00

1) Welcome

2) Market situation and short term evolutions
   2.1 Presentation by ASSUC: "World market and trade flows"
   2.2 Presentation by AGRI: "The post-quota balance sheet, EU and world prices, market perspectives"
      Round of discussion

3) Medium/long term trend
   3.1 Presentation by CEFS: "Update on investment strategies in the sugar industry and logistics developments"
   3.2 Presentation by Starch Europe: "Isoglucose: current evolution and future perspectives. Update on industry investment strategies"
      Round of discussion

4) Methodology focus
   Presentation on regional prices by AGRI G4: "Analysis on geographical aggregation – methodology and first results"
      Round of discussion

5) Administration
   Information session on the new application AGM by AGRI I4

6) AOB if any

7) Closure and concluding remarks

Please send us your AOB questions in due time before the meeting
(by e-mail: AGRI-SUGAR-MO@ec.europa.eu)